
Customer FAQs - Global Patent Data in Derwent Innovation 
   
Q: When will Global Patent Data be available?    
   
A:  All Derwent Innovation subscribers will have access to Global Patent Data on March 17.  Throughout 
2019, the Global Patent Data collection in Derwent Innovation will expand from 21 full text authorities to 75 
and bibliographic data will expand from 90 to more than 150 authorities.   
   
SEARCH PREFERENCES   
   
Q: Will I need to revise my Search Preferences and alerts to include new content?   
   
A: It Depends whether you have System Default Settings turned on.   
   
For Search Preferences set to System Default settings, the Global Patent Data Collection will be selected 
automatically.     
   
If you have selected all collections in your search preferences for Alerts, Saved Searches and Search History, 
newly added collections to Global Patent Data will also be selected for you and the new jurisdictions will be 
included in your alerts.   
    
For Search Preferences in which you are not using System Defaults, the new content will not be selected 
automatically.    
   
If you have selected Contract Default Settings, or a subset of specific collections in your search preferences 
for Alerts, Saved Searches or Search History, there will be no change to your selected collections when new 
jurisdictions are added to Global Patent Data.    
   
For Administrators: To ensure users can access the newly added collections, select these collections for the 
entire account.    
   
For Users: To search the newly added collections or to add them to your Alerts, you can select the new 
collections and add them to your saved preferences.   
   
Please review key saved searches and saved search history queries and, if necessary, update them to include 
any relevant new collections. When editing saved searches or search history queries, pay special attention 
to the Other Authorities collection. Make sure you include that collection if you still want to search 
bibliographic data from authorities not covered by the full-text collections.   This will no longer be necessary 
after March 24th after a system patch is applied.  
 
WATCHED RECORDS   
   
Q: How will watches on records be impacted after populating the database with additional content in 
Global Patent Data from the same patent family and cited to a watched record?   
 
A: There will be no impact to your Watched Records unless there are new citations or new updates in newly 
added content.    
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